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Indiana Furniture Launches Innovative Workspace Solutions 
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Considered an agent that provokes significant change in workplaces, Indiana Furniture creates 
products to meet users’ needs and bring designers’ visions to life. As such, the company 
expands its product portfolio at NeoCon 2023 with Catalyst and Strut tables, Rockstar and 
Gleem+ seating, eight new laminates, and four new veneers, all of which offer the flexibility to 
integrate and effectively complement each other to form a complete solution to the ever-
changing needs of the post-COVID world. 

Indiana Furniture's Catalyst table with Rockstar Headliner mid-back task chairs 

“Indiana Furniture is a catalyst for today’s evolving spaces,” says Paula Schmidt, director of 
marketing for Indiana Furniture. Nowadays, furniture must be flexible with the need for power, 
smart functionality, and collaboration accommodation. Indiana Furniture’s new Catalyst tables 
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function equally as well in a large conference room as an executive suite, breakroom, or shared 
office space, as it integrates power and data, comes in sizes spanning 3 to 20 feet wide and 3 to 
5 feet deep, and is available in a variety of heights, including work, counter, and bar. With a 
choice of veneers, laminates, and glass tops and a variety of veneer, laminate, and metal base 
options, Catalyst is not only highly functional but its sleek, high-end aesthetic also fits in well in 
any office setting. 

Strut table 

The Strut table’s sexy legs are its showstopping element. The Strut leg was actually offered as 
an option across all Indiana Furniture’s casegoods and tables, but its overwhelming popularity 
prompted the manufacturer to launch a whole table line based on this minimal leg with elegant 
lines. And not only are the legs—which come in aluminum or black—absolute stunners, but also 
they feature integrated wire management for power and data cables. 

For a table whose legs make the design statement, the top could be understated, but Strut 
worksurface-height table’s top matches its base’s design sensibility. With tops available in 
circular, square, rectangle, modern rectangle, and boat shapes; in a range of veneer, laminate, 
and glass options; and in sizes ranging from 3.5 square feet to 5 by 20 feet, Strut can 
accommodate small meeting spaces, cafes, private offices, or even large board rooms.  
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Strut table with Rockstar chairs 

A striking table like Strut deserves a complementary seating option that’s equally buzzworthy. 
And that’s where Rockstar comes in. Although Indiana Furniture introduced the Rockstar chair 
several years ago, the company fine-tuned the product and is now releasing the Roadie and the 
Headliner versions of task seating. With both chairs featuring sleek contours, weight-activated 
controls, and several back, arm, base, and caster options, Rockstar Roadie is a paired down 
model that doesn’t sacrifice comfort for it’s slim design, and Rockstar Headliner is the executive 
chair version of plush luxury. These two new and improved models of Rockstar have been 
enhanced with ergonomic improvements that satisfy a range of body types for all-day comfort.  
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Gleem+ chairs 

Beyond the corporate workplace, Indiana Furniture also recently released Gleem+ healthcare 
seating, designed for high-traffic, multiuse healthcare settings like patient rooms, family areas, 
and community and support spaces. This wood seating line comes in single seat, two- and 
three-seat tandem, bariatric, patient, and easy access models to accommodate various body 
types and users up to 600 lbs. Though Gleem+ was manufactured for durability and easy 
cleaning—with upholstery options that include graded-in and contract fabrics, vinyls, and 
leathers—optional arm caps can help protect and extend the appearance of the chair. 
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Indiana Furniture's new surface materials 

In addition to Indiana Furniture’s compelling new furniture products, it’s also launching 
enhancements to its surface materials offerings with eight new laminates and four 
new veneer finishes, along with coordinating seating finishes. The intent behind these new low-
emitting finish systems is for Indiana Furniture to present a holistic palette, inspired by nature, 
that can integrate with its portfolio of furniture and meet indoor air quality standards to 
support the company’s sustainable initiatives. 

“Our broadened portfolio effortlessly integrates to flex the style, function, and comfort of 
working spaces,” Schmidt adds. “Whether you’re looking to get the most out of shared 
environments, make a statement in a private office, or anything in between, our designs fluidly 
blend into any interior concept.” 

See all Indiana Furniture's new product offerings at NeoCon 10th floor, Suite 1054A. 
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